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Buying a car from an individual or from a local car dealer is one tedious task if the objectiv
There are things to take into consideration before buying the car and these are:
1. Educate yourself as a consumer
2. Prepar...
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Article Body:
Buying a car from an individual or from a local car dealer is one tedious task if the objectiv
There are things to take into consideration before buying the car and these are:
1. Educate yourself as a consumer
2. Prepare a list of your needs. Prioritize between the necessities and the wants.
3. Determine the budget and the kind of car that would best fit.
4. Make a selection by models and types. Narrowing them will be helpful.
5. Research both online and offline by dealers.
6. Know the value of the second hand car in the market.
7. Research the Vehicle Identification Numbers and history.
8. Take a mechanic when checking the car whether buying from a friend or a dealer.
9. Never shy away from asking questions.
10. If there’s a gut feeling about it not being good, don’t be afraid to walk away.

Bringing a mechanic along is always a good strategy. Make sure your mechanic inspects the tota
How to inspect it thoroughly:

Checking the exterior. Walk around to see if there is damage to the body. The corners of the c

Checking the Interior. Though it sounds odd, smell the insides of the car. Sniff under mats an
Looking inside the trunk. Once more, smell the insides and check for any signs of leaks. Make
Checking under the hood. Feel the wiring for any cracks or brittleness. Squeeze the hoses and

Checking under the car. Lie down if you must and use an emergency light to see the engine unde

Do the Test Drive. The owner or dealer should not stop a buyer from going over about twenty mi
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